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NANCEE is a computer simulation program which uses convolution
(or meeting) probabilities to determine which barrier type of
sonobuoy pattern has the highest probability of detection for a transiting
nuclear submarine.
The program assumes that the optimum barrier is a straight-line
one, two, or three row sonobuoy pattern containing not more than 48
sonobuoys. The barrier is centered on the submarine's expected line
of transit, oriented perpendicular to the submarine's course, and
placed far enough ahead of the submarine's position that all pattern
sonobuoys are in the water and being monitored before the submarine
enters the detection range of the sonobuoy pattern. If more than one
barrier is found to have the highest probability of detection, the one
with the least number of sonobuoys is selected as optimum.
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Much of the guesswork was removed from aircraft sonobuoy
pattern planning with the advent of readily available acoustic propagation-
loss curves (see Figure 1). From them, the range at which a sonobuoy
will detect a submarine can be estimated by predicting the path of the
sound waves in water. Hence a logical estimate of the best sonobuoy
pattern spacing is possible However, two pattern planning questions
remain unanswered. They are:
1. What should the shape of the pattern be? (i.e. circular,
rectangular, diamond shaped, etc.)
2. How many sonobuoys should the pattern contain?
Some knowledge regarding characteristics of the target is desirable
before the optimum sonobuoy pattern shape and number of sonobuoys
can be determined. In general terms, the target may have either
nuclear or dies el propulsion, and its current mode of operation
may be:
1. Transiting (i.e. proceeding from home-port to an on-
station position)
2. Holding (i. e. a fleet ballistic missile submarine operating
on station)
or,
3. Tracking (i.e. intercepting and/or shadowing a high-














































An algorithm which would single out the optimum pattern solution
for each combination of the above target types and missions is preferred.
The object is to maximize the submarine probability-of- detection
(POD) with minimum cost in material. Failure means that the target
has been allowed to perform its mission undetected, and the expended
pattern sonobuoys, aircraft flight time, flight crew time, and hours
of ground preparation were wasted.
B. TENDENCY TO OVERCOMPENSATE
Because of the high cost of failure, there is a tendency to over-
compensate and use an excessive number of sonobuoys in the pattern.
This tendency would be appropriate if an aircraft could concurrently
receive and process information from an unlimited number of sonobuoys,
and if there were no limit to the radio-frequency range at which an
aircraft could monitor pattern sonobuoys. However, only sixteen
sonobuoy channels can be simultaneously monitored by an aircraft, and
the sonobuoy monitor range is limited by atmospheric conditions and
the curvature of the earth (see Appendix A). Because of the limited
radio-frequency range and the aircraft's limited monitoring capacity,
there is a maximum number of sonobuoys beyond which no increase of
a pattern's POD is possible. No matter how tempting it may seem,
exceeding this limit wastes expensive sonobuoys.
C. COMPUTER SIMULATION AS A SOLUTION
In order to determine the optimum pattern it will be necessary
to make comparisons between a large number of potential solutions.
Because of this, it is natural to turn to computer simulation as a
means of solving the problem.
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As a matter of fact, considerable effort has already been put
forth to develop a computer program which optimizes sonobuoy patterns.
Tactical Airborne Sonar Decision Aid (TASDA) [Rei . 2 and Tj is one
such program. A good deal of realism has been incorperated into
TASDA, and a variety of problem types are considered by it (including
the holding and transiting of both nuclear and diesel submarines).
Unfortunately, in the development of realism, the program became
overly large both in terms of core requirements and program
execution time. Repetitive POD computations and comparisons
aggravates the execution time problem. Hence, for at least some
problems it is necessary to reduce the execution time. A tempting
technique is to reduce the number of submarine simulation runs
through the sonobuoy pattern for each probability calculation.
Unfortunately, this approach leads to a trade-off between a reasonable
execution time and accurate probability estimates.
Another problem is that TASDA can consider not more than 20
sonobuoy pattern geometries, and each geometry is limited to 16 or
fewer sonobuoys. This is only a small fraction of the patterns which
current anti-submarine aircraft are capable of deploying. The
addition of more pattern geometries to TASDA, or a program adaption
to handle more than 16 sonobuoys per geometry would even further
aggravate the execution time problem.
Based on the above considerations, an alternative approach to




Assumptions made in order to limit the problem to realistically
solvable terms are:
A. TARGET TYPE
The program should be oriented toward a continuously detectable
noise source (i. e. a nuclear submarine) and transiting between two
widely separated positions. Although narrowing the problem essentially
to transiting nuclear submarines appears to be a severe limitation,
bear in mind that long range capabilities make them a primary threat,
and in order to reach most positions of operational interest, long
transits are necessary.
B. SONOBUOY PATTERN SHAPE AND POSITION
The optimum tactic to be used against transiting nuclear submarines
is a straight-line one, two, or three row sonobuoy pattern centered on
the submarine's expected line of transit, placed ahead of its current
position, and oriented perpendicular to the expected course. However,
this is not intended to discourage consideration of "V" shaped (chevron)
patterns. A chevron pattern is a simple variation of the straight-
line case with a bend at pattern center. Certainly, the bending alters
the pattern's POD, but if the bending angle is not large, the detection
capability of the chevron pattern can be estimated from the POD of




Sonobuoy spacing should be either determined inside the program
or input to the program. The problem is restricted to the determination
of the minimum number of sonobuoys which produce the maximum POD,
with fixed sonobuoy spacing.
D. SONOBUOY LIMIT
The optimum pattern should contain no more than 48 total
sonobuoys. The difficulty in monitoring and maintaining patterns
of larger size has a disruptive effect which outweighs, any increase
in POD.
E. PROGRAM REALISM
Realism must sometimes be sacrificed. For instance, random
equipment failures, sonobuoy failures, and monitor sequence
disruption (due to prosecution of false contacts, improper adherence
to monitor cycle instructions, etc. ) are considered too costly to





With the assumptions of Chapter II as a start, a computer simulation
program, hereafter referred to as NANCEE, was developed. NANCEE








Throughout the following discussion, program variables and arrays
appear in capital letters, with their definitions contained in Appendix F.
B. APPROACH TO PROBABILITY CALCULATIONS
A sonobuoy pattern is divided into zones (see Figure 2) and
probabilities deemed appropriate for each zone are summed to form
an estimate of the pattern's overall POD.
First, the probability that a submarine will pass through each
zone of a pattern is estimated (probability 1). Then, for each zone,
the probability that a submarine passing through will be detected is
estimated (probability 2). The product of these two zone probabilities
((probability l)x(probability 2)) is the probability a submarine will pass
through that zone and be detected. The sum of (probability l)x
























































Probability 1 is estimated by using known or estimated submarine
characteristics to generate random submarine tracks, and observing
where these random tracks penetrate the pattern area.
Convolutional (or meeting) probabilities are used to estimate
probability 2. For 10 sizes of predicted detection ranges, the probabil-
ity that monitor time on at least one zone sonobuoy will overlap the
time during which a submarine is within detection range of that
sonobuoy is calculated. The average of these 10 calculations is
probability 2.
In contrast, TASDA varies the sonobuoy spacing of several sonobuoy
pattern geometries (one geometry at a time) from small to large
spacings. Submarine simulations through the pattern area are used
to generate submarine detections, and these detections are used to
estimate POD's for each sonobuoy spacing. The geometry and sonobuoy
spacing with the highest POD is selected as optimum.
Another computer simulation program, Search Tactics Evaluation
Model (STEM) £Ref. TJ selects as optimum the pattern with the least
number of gap areas inside which it is possible for the submarine to
operate undetected.
C. THE SUBMARINE
The submarine is assumed to be making a straight-line transit on
a course uniformly distributed between the limits of course accuracy
(CUSACC), and with a mean of the expected submarine course (SUBCUS)
in degrees true. The submarine's speed (SUBSPD) in knots remains
constant throughout the transit.
18

D. INITIAL SUBMARINE PROBABILITY AREA
The initial submarine probability area is where the submarine is
suspected to have been, at some fixed time in the past. It is datum.
Realistically, the area may have any shape and size (i. e. diamond,
circular, elliptical, rectangular, etc.), but for the purposes of this
program it is assumed to be rectangular with no side longer than
1,000 nautical miles. The rectangle may be given any orientation, and
the submarine position is assumed to be uniformly distributed inside.
E. SONOBUOY PATTERN AREA
The center of each potential sonobuoy pattern evaluated by NANCEE
is at a single precomputed position. This position is on the submarine's
expected line of transit far enough ahead of the submarine's position
that all sonobuoys are in the water and being monitored before the
submarine enters the pattern area. The sonobuoy patterns are all
oriented perpendicular to the submarine's expected course and have a
radius no larger than the extended radio-frequency range (see Appendix
B). The GEOM subroutine prepares the initial submarine probability
area and sonobuoy pattern area for simulation in the TOSS subroutine.
F. GENERATION OF 10 EQUALLY LIKELY DETECTION RANGES
On the average, the range at which a submarine will be detected
from a sonobuoy is the mean- detection range (or the least range at
which the target figure-of-merit intersects the propagation-loss curve).
But it is seldom that the first detection occurs exactly at the mean-
detection range. Sometimes the target is detected closer to the
onobuoy, sometimes further away. Recognizing this, the theory




in accordance with a normal distribution with a standard deviation of
SIGMA decibels. In turn, this randomly varying propagation- loss
curve is used to generate RUNNR random detection ranges (see
Appendix C).
From the RUNNR random detection ranges, ten are selected as
equally likely representatives of the other random detection ranges.
The random detection ranges are arranged in order from the smallest
to the largest and then are counted in order starting with the smallest.
The (0. lxlxRUNNR) th random detection range becomes the value of
RANGES (I), where I varies from one to ten. It is intended that each
element of the RANGES vector be close to the same length as one-tenth
of the RUNNR random detection ranges, and therefore representative
of them.
G. DISTRIBUTION OF SUBMARINE SIMULATION RUNS IN THE
SONOBUOY PATTERN AREA
The size and shape of the initial submarine probability area along
with time-late (TLATE) and the submarine's course accuracy (CUSACC)
determine how submarine simulation runs originating from the initial
submarine probability area are distributed in the potential sonobuoy
pattern area. Knowledge of this distribution is essential in order to
prudently evaluate potential sonobuoy positions.
To determine the distribution, the longest one-row sonobuoy
pattern which has a spacing of BUOYSP nautical miles and still has
a pattern radius less than ERFRNG nautical miles is centered in the
sonobuoy pattern area. Each sonobuoy in this pattern is assumed to be
continuously monitored with a detection range equal to the average
detection range, RANGES (INDEX). NRTOSS submarine simulation
20

runs are sent through the sonobuoy pattern area. If the submarine is
detected by a sonobuoy, that run is counted as a passage through a
zone at that position in the pattern. There are NRBUOY sonobuoys in
the pattern so there are NRBUOY zones through which passages can
be detected. After the NRTOSS simulation runs, the number of
passages through zone I (detections by sonobuoy number I) divided by
NRTOSS equals DETECT (I), or the probability that a submarine will
pass through zone I in the pattern. The TOSS subroutine generates
this DETECT vector array.
Simulation runs which fail to pass through any sonobuoy pattern
zone are assumed to be outside the detection range of the pattern and,
thus, are impossible to detect. The number of those submarine
simulation runs that do pass through the sonobuoy pattern area
NRBUOY
(i. e.y DETECT (I)) divided by NRTOSS is the probability a submarine
1=1
will pass through the largest potential sonobuoy pattern area, and is
an upper limit for the probability a submarine will be detected while
passing through any possible pattern centered in the sonobuoy pattern
area.
H. DETECTION WITHIN A ZONE
Not every submarine passing through a sonobuoy pattern zone
will be detected. For instance, if the detection ranges fail to overlap,
it is possible for the submarine to pass undetected between the buoys.
Also, a submarine may pass through the detection range of a sonobuoy
at a time when it is unmonitored.
21

In calculating the zone POD's, it is assumed that the submarine
is on its expected course (SUBCUS), or a course perpendicular to
the orientation of the sonobuoy pattern. As the submarine passes
through a sonobuoy pattern zone, it will cross one of three sub-areas
within that zone defined as follows:
Segment 1 - An area where the portion of the sonobuoy detection
range which the submarine must transit is longer than the distance the
submarine travels during the unmonitored portion of a monitor sequence
(see Figure 3). Theoretically, the probability of detecting a submarine
crossing through a segment 1 area is 1.0 (note: DIST1 is a segment 1
area in Figure 6).
Segment 2 - An area where the portion of the sonobuoy detection
range which the submarine must transit is long enough to produce a
minimum recognizable write-out, but less than the distance the submarine
travels during the unmonitored portion of a monitor sequence (see
Figure 3). The submarine may or may not be detected while passing
through a segment 2 area depending on the success of the monitor
sequence. Computation of these probabilities, p , called meeting
probabilities is described in Appendix D (note: DIST2 - DIST1 is a
segment 2 area in Figure 6).
Segment 3 - An area where the portion of the sonobuoy detection
range which the submarine must cross through is less than the distance
the submarine travels in six minutes (see Figure 3). Theoretically,
the submarine will fail to produce a recognizable write-out, so the
probability of detecting a submarine crossing a segment 3 area is 0,0.
Variation of the number of rows and the sonobuoy detection range


























areas within that zone. Similarly, variation of the monitor time and
sequences per cycle alters the distribution because it changes the
time sonobuoys are left unmonitored. If the sonobuoy detection range,
number of sonobuoy pattern rows, and monitor plan are fixed for all
sonobuoys in a zone, the POD for a submarine passing through that
zone is,
1.0x(segment 1) + p7x(segment 2) + 0.0x(segment 3)
(zone length) / 2
PROB represents only one size of detection range. Recall,
however, that earlier the generation of 10 equally likely detection
ranges was discussed. Keeping the number of rows and the monitor
plan fixed in a zone and computing PROB for each sized detection
range, the sum divided by 10 is PD(I,J), or the probability an I row
zone with each sonobuoy monitored using a J sequence monitor plan
will detect the submarine (note: J equals one implies continuous
monitoring). The purpose of the MEET subroutine is to generate the
PD vector array for all combinations of I and J between one and three.
I. MONITOR SCHEMES FOR SONOBUOY PATTERNS
The monitoring aircraft is assumed to have a 1G channel monitor
capacity. Consider and I row sonobuoy pattern. Which PD array
element is appropriate in a zone of that pattern depends on how sonobuoys
in that zone are monitored, or on which of the following four cases
is appropriate:
Case 1 - There are 16 or fewer total sonobuoys in the pattern
and the sonobuoy pattern radius is less than the radio-frequency range.
Sonobuoys in all zones are considered to be continuously monitored, so
POD in each zone is PD(I, 1).
24

Case 2 - There are between 17 and 32 total sonobuoys in the
pattern and the sonobuoy pattern radius is less than the radio-
frequency range. It is necessary to monitor sonobuoys in the pattern
in two sequences. The zones extending inward from one side of the
pattern containing a total of 16 sonobuoys comprise one sequence.
Similarly, the zones extending inward from the other side of the pattern
containing a total of 16 sonobuoys comprise the other sequence. With
this arrangement, it is possible for zones toward the center of the
sonobuoy pattern to belong to both sequences. Sonobuoys in these zones
are considered to be continuously monitored, so POD in these zones
is PD(I, 1). Sonobuoys in all other zones are affected by the two-
sequence monitor plan and are considered to be monitored for BMON
hours and then left unmonitored for UNMON(2) hours during each
monitor cycle. POD in these zones is PD(I, 2).
Case 3 - There are more than 32 sonobuoys in the pattern and
the sonobuoy pattern radius is less than the radio-frequency range. It
is necessary to monitor sonobuoys in the pattern in three sequences.
Two of the sequences are the same as was defined in case 2. The
zones centered at pattern center and which contain a total of 16 sonobuoys
comprise the third sequence. Sonobuoys in zones which belong to all
three sequences are considered to be continuously monitored, so POD
in these zones is PD(I, 1). Sonobuoys in zones which belong to two of
the three sequences are considered to be monitored in accordance with
the two sequence scheme of case 2, so POD in these zones is PD(I, 2).
Finally, sonobuoys in zones which belong to only one sequence are
considered to be monitored for BMON hours and left unmonitored for




Case 4 - The sonobuoy pattern radius is greater than the radio-
frequency range. It is necessary to monitor sonobuoys in the pattern
in three sequences (see Appendix B). The only difference between
case 4 and case 3 is that in case 4, the number of sonobuoys per
sequence is the total which fit inside the radio-frequency range, but
which do not exceed a total of 16.
J. SONOBUOY PATTERN PROBABILITIES
The PD and DETECT vector arrays are the ingredients used to
construct sonobuoy pattern probabilities in the BUILD subroutine.
DETECT(K) is the probability that a submarine will pass through
zone K in the potential sonobuoy pattern area (where K is between 1
and NRBUOY). In comparison, PD(I, J) is the probability that if a
submarine passes through any zone, an I row zone monitored using
J sequences will detect the submarine. Hence,
PK = PDQ, J) x DETECT(K)
is the probability that the submarine will pass through zone K and be
detected.
Construction of a sonobuoy pattern POD consists of:
1. Fixing the number of rows, I, in the pattern (between one
and three).
2. Determining which zones the pattern will cover (centered in
the potential sonobuoy pattern area). For example, N zones extending from
zone z, to z-^.
3. Individually determining how each of the N zones in the
sonobuoy pattern are to be monitored (which of the four cases in the
previous section is appropriate for the pattern).
26

4. Summing p^- for each zone in the pattern, or
ZN
PVECQ, N) = Yl pK .
PVEC(I, N) is the POD of an I row pattern consisting of N zones.
The total number of sonobuoys in this sonobuoy pattern is IxN.
K. SELECTION OF THE OPTIMUM PATTERN
The program builds POD's for all possible one, two, and three
row sonobuoy patterns which have: A sonobuoy spacing equal to
BUOYSP nautical miles, contain 48 or fewer sonobuoys, and which
have a radius less than the extended radio-frequency range. The
pattern with the highest POD (largest PVEC value) is selected as the
optimum pattern. If more than one pattern has the highest POD, the
one with the least total number of sonobuoys is selected as optimum.
27

IV. PROGRAM INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
A. INPUTS
The main program reads in values for program variables and
arrays which require initialization. The read-in values are then
tested to ensure they are within certain prescribed limits, and if not,
the program is terminated. For a further description of program
inputs see Appendix E.
B. NANCEE MAKEUP
Subroutine MAKEUP prints out the RANGES, DETECT, and PD
vector arrays used to construct the sonobuoy pattern probabilities.
This makes possible an in-depth analysis of the POD calculations.
See Table I for an example of NANCEE MAKEUP.
C. NANCEE OUTPUT
Subroutine OUTPUT prints out:
1. All sonobuoy pattern descriptions and POD's which were
considered in the selection of the optimum pattern. This section
permits consideration of sonobuoy patterns which have POD's close
to the POD of the optimum pattern, but which have fewer total
sonobuoys.
2. Important program inputs (note: the propagation-loss
heading information is a copy of the first two cards of Fleet Numerical
Weather Central Monterey's propagation-loss curve data deck).
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4. Optimum pattern orientation, spacing, location, and
monitoring parameters.
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V. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES
A. PROGRAM EXECUTION TIME
In the planning stages, it was hoped that NANCEE would execute
in less than two minutes when the program reached its final form. In
fact, the operating program substantially improves on this expectation.
The average execution time with various input combinations has been
20 to 30 seconds. The most time consuming problems were those
with small sonobuoy spacings (mini-barriers) because they generate
a large number of sonobuoy pattern zones. For instance, one mini-
barrier problem generated 43 zones and required 1 minute 9.88 seconds
of execution time. Based on this testing, low execution time appears
to be one of NANCEE 1 s positive features.
B. NORMAL OPTIMUM PATTERN SELECTIONS
NANCEE normally selects a one or two-row sonobuoy pattern as
optimum. The few times that a three-row pattern was selected, the
increase in POD over the best two-row pattern was not significant.
C. THE MODE 2 PROGRAM FUNCTION
If MODE equals 1 (see Appendix E), the sonobuoy spacing (BUOYSP)
is set internally to 1 . 41421xRANGES(INDEX). However, this spacing
is not guaranteed to be the one that produces the maximum sonobuoy
pattern POD. It is no more than a good logical estimate. By setting
MODE to 2, it is possible to input sonobuoy spacing as well as sonobuoy
monitor time per cycle by data card.
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To illustrate the use of MODE 2, Tables III and IV are NANCEE
MAKEUP and NANCEE OUTPUT for a problem executed in MODE 1.
An exceptional POD of 0. 9544 for a 3 row 21 sonobuoy pattern with a
sonobuoy spacing of 48 nautical miles was found to be optimum. Some
small detection ranges in the RANGES vector array of NANCEE MAKEUP
indicated that a smaller sonobuoy spacing was worthy of consideration.
Hence, a 20 nautical mile sonobuoy spacing was input using MODE 2.
Tables V and VI are NANCEE MAKEUP and NANCEE OUTPUT for this
MODE 2 case. The optimum pattern this time was a single row 13
sonobuoy pattern, which is nine sonobuoys less than the MODE 1 case.
Notice, however, that the POD, although still an exceptional 0.938,
is somewhat less than the MODE 1 POD.
D. PROPAGATION -LOSS CURVE SHORTENING
Best results are obtained when the detection ranges generated in
the RANGE subroutine are direct path ranges. Convergence zone
ranges tend to inflate both the optimum pattern's POD and MODE 1
sonobuoy spacing. Usually convergence zones are found at distances
greater than 30 nautical miles from a sonobuoy, so it is possible to
chop off the portion of the propagation-loss curve past the first
convergence zone (by reducing NPLPTS) thus forcing the program to
only work with direct path ranges. Tables VII and VIII are NANCEE
MAKEUP and NANCEE OUTPUT in a case where all 250 kiloyards of
a propagation-loss curve with strong convergence zones was used
(NPLPTS equals 250). The optimum sonobuoy pattern is a 2 row 12
sonobuoy pattern with a sonobuoy spacing of 57 nautical miles and a
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OUTPUT for a problem with identical inputs except NPLPTS has been
reduced to 71 to exclude all convergence zones. The optimum sonobuoy
pattern this time is a 2 row 30 sonobuoy patteim with an 18 nautical
mile sonobuoy spacing and a POD reduced somewhat to 0. 91. The
pattern computed without convergence zones will produce more reliable
results.
E. PROPAGATION- LOSS CURVES WITH ZIG-ZAG PATTERNS
For the same reason that propagation-loss curves with strong
convergence zones can cause problems, propagation-loss curves with
zig-zag patterns (curves which alternate radically between high and
low decibel levels) can also be a problem. An extreme example of
this was input to test the program. NANCEE MAKEUP and NANCEE
OUTPUT in Tables XI and XII appear to be quite reasonable solutions
to the problem. Randomization of IRANGE (see Appendix C) deserves
credit for this success.
F. A COMPARISON WITH TASDA AC
NANCEE and TASDA AC jTRef. 2] were programmed with identical
inputs to form a comparison between the two programs. NANCEE
MAKEUP and NANCEE OUTPUT for the comparison are in Tables
XIII and XIV.
NANCEE selected a 2 row 12 sonobuoy pattern with a sonobuoy
spacing of 30 nautical miles as optimum. TASDA AC, programmed to
consider 10 geometries and using 20 submarine simulation runs per
probability calculation, selected a box-shaped pattern with 1G sonobuoys
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Both NANCEE and TASDA AC estimated the optimum pattern POD
as 0.9. However, to compute these results TASDA AC executed in
1 minute and NANCEE executed in 20. 89 seconds (with NRUNS and
NRTOSS preset to 500).
The same program inputs were used again with TASDA AC except,
this time, the number of submarine simulation runs for each probability
calculation was increased to 50. Four optimum patterns were selected
and each pattern's POD was near 0. 95. The program execution time





NANCEE is well suited to determine which barrier type of sonobuoy
pattern has the highest POD for a transiting nuclear submarine. The
program executes rapidly, incorperates a high degree of realism,
and is easy to use and understand. NANCEE MAKEUP and NANCEE
OUTPUT are designed to provide sufficient program details to
capitalize on the built-in flexibility of the MODE 1 and MODE 2
program functions.
B. COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS
Since NANCEE is coded in FORTRAN IV, the program must be
used on computers equipped with a FORTRAN IV compiler. It is
possible to convert NANCEE to the UNIVAC assembler language used
in Tactical Support Center computers, but unfortunately, the program
requires too much core to be used in the current P3C computer
configuration. However, a proposed auxilliary drum storage addition
to that computer would increase storage capacity sufficiently and make
airborne use of the program feasible.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE EFFORT
Future effort with this program should be directed towards
increasing program realism. Specifically, an adaption of the program
to consider random monitor sequence disruption would be a significant
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improvement. It is also feasible to adapt the program to consider
random snorkel cycles (and therefore be appropriate for diesel
submarines).
NANCEE is not intended to solve either holding or tracking
submarine problems (see Chapter I). In fact, it is questionable
whether the type of approach used in NANCEE is adaptable to these
types of problems. Other computer programs such as TASDA and





The aircraft's altitude (ACALT), in feet, is used to compute
the maximum radio-frequency range (RFRNG) in nautical miles.
The formula,
RFRNG = 1.064 VACALT,
defines this relationship. As ACALT increases, RFRNG also increases
to an upper limit of about 120 nautical miles. No further increase





The question of how large a sonobuoy pattern radius can be and
still ensure adequate monitoring of all pattern sonobuoys is crucial.
Obviously, if all pattern sonobuoys are within RFRNG of the center of
the pattern, and if the aircraft orbits the center of the pattern, all
sonobuoys are immediately available for monitoring no matter what
monitor plan is chosen.
However, the radius of the pattern may be increased over RFRNG
by capitalizing on the time sonobuoys will be left unmonitored during
a monitor cycle. To demonstrate this, note that the aircraft can fly
CYCLE(I)xACSPD nautical miles during an I sequence monitor cycle.
Only one-half of that distance ((CYCLE(I)xACSPD)/2) can be flown
starting at and returning to the same position. If half of that distance
is distributed on one side of the pattern center and the other half on
the other side, it appears that the sonobuoy pattern radius may be
increased by,
CYCLE(I)xACSPD IxBMONxACSPD
4 = 4 nautical miles,
Recall, however, that all pattern sonobuoys are to be monitored for
a minimum of BMON hours per monitor cycle. With a pattern width of
RFRNG + IxBMONxACSPD nautical miles,
4
the sonobuoys farthest from pattern center fail to be monitored




Based on this, a two-sequence monitor plan (I equals two) yields
a maximum sonobuoy pattern radius of,
RFRNG + 2xBMONxACSPD _ BMONxACSPD = RFRNG nautical miles.
4 2
This leads to the unexpected conclusion that a two-sequence monitor
plan allows a pattern radius only as large as RFRNG.
In comparison, a three sequence conitor plan (I equals three) yields
a maximum pattern radius of,
RFRNG + 3xBMONxACSPD BMONxACSPD
4 2
= RFRNG + BMONxACSPD ^^ miles>
4
Hence, RFRNG + BMONxACSPD naut iC al miles is the extended
4





GENERATION OF RANDOM DETECTION RANGES
As stated in Chapter III, the theory behind subroutine RANGE is
that the propagation-loss curve varies in accordance with a normal
distribution with a standard deviation of SIGMA decibels. In turn, this
randomly varying propagation-loss curve is used to generate RUNNR
random detection ranges.
Although it is theoretically correct to vary the propagation-loss
curve and hold the figure-of-merit constant, in practice it involves
far less numerical computations to use the opposite but equivalent
procedure of holding the propagation-loss curve constant and varying
the figure-of-merit normally. This is accomplished by using SIGMA
and twelve uniform (O, 1) random numbers, RN, to compute a random
figure-of-merit deviation, FOMDEV, or
12




TEMPFM equals FOM + FOMDEV, and is a normally distributed
random figure-of-merit with a mean of FOM and standard deviation
of SIGMA.
A detection is defined to have occurred at a specified range from
the sonobuoy where TEMPFM is larger than the value of the propagation-
loss curve at that range. In a simulation run, a uniformly random
range, IRANGE, between O and NPLPTS is selected. If the target is

detected at this first setting of IRANGE, that simulation run is
disregarded. Otherwise, IRANGE is decreased in one-kiloyard
increments until a detection occurs. In this manner, after NRUNS




CALCULATION OF MEETING PROBABILITIES
Segment 2 was defined in Chapter III to be an area within a
sonobuoy pattern zone for which the portion of the sonobuoy detection
range a submarine must cross through is long enough to produce a
minimum recognizable write-out, but less than the distance the submarine
travels during the unmonitored portion of a monitor sequence. The
POD of a submarine crossing a segment 2 area, p , depends upon the
success of the monitor cycle, and can be described as a meeting
probability.
To compute these probabilities, consider an I sequence monitor
cycle of CYCLE(I) hours with a monitor time of BMON hours per cycle
and an unmonitor time of UNMON(I) hours per cycle (where I equals
two or three). A submarine will be within detection range of a sonobuoy
in a segment 2 area for an average time of t hours, where (6 minutes <^
t <UNMON (I). Since t is less than UNMON(I), t must also be less
than CYCLE(I). Therefore, the critical cycle in the computation of
P2; is the one during which the submarine passes through the sonobuoy
detection range. If the start of monitoring (s) is allowed to vary
uniformly between the start and end of a cycle (or from O to CYCLE(I)
hours) and, likewise, the entrance of the submarine into the sonobuoy 1 s
detection range (e) is varied uniformly between the start and end of
the cycle, those cases where BMON and t overlap are defined to mean
that a detection has occurred. If BMON and t do not overlap, there
is no detection. The determination of the meeting probability for one
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sonobuoy in a zone, then, is an equivalent problem to the determination
of the probability that t and BMON overlap.
The problem is divided into two cases
:
Case 1 - The start of monitoring, s, occurs before the entrance
of the submarine into the sonobuoy's detection range, e.
and,
Case 2 - The submarine enters the sonobuoy's detection range,
e, before the start of monitoring, s.
For Case 1, a detection (overlap) occurs if s - e <BMON. Similarly,
for Case 2, a detection occurs if e - s <3. These equations are
plotted in Figure 4. Inside the square of Figure 4, the shaded area
is the area where an overlap will occur, and hence, is the area where
the submarine will be detected. The unshaded area is the area where
no detection will occur. The shaded area divided by the area of the
square (i.e. CYCLE(I) 2 ) is ps , the probability a sonobuoy monitored
BMON hours per cycle, with I sequences per cycle, will detect a
submarine passing through a segment 2 area of a zone.
Depending upon the number of rows in a sonobuoy pattern zone,
there may be more than one sonobuoy in that zone with a segment 2
area. Fortunately, for a given sonobuoy detection range, if more
than one sonobuoy has a segment 2 area, each has the same average
detection-range-crossing-timc, t. Hence the meeting probabilities,
Pg, for each of the sonobuoys are the same. Prior to the first
detection, sonobuoy detections are independent events and can be
thought of as independent Bernoulli trials. The probability that at least
one of n sonobuoys, in a segment 2 area of a zone will detect the submarine,















= ^Z (j)x(ps ) x(l -ps )
n-I.
Z 1=1
p 7 is the Segment 2 meeting probability for the zone.
It must be noted that the discussion above is somewhat simplified
in an attempt to make the idea of meeting probability clear. Actual
segment 2 areas are the DISTM1 and DISTM2 spanned areas of
Figures 7, 8, and 9. The average crossing distances through these





Table XV lists the variables and arrays that require initialization
in the program, along with their associated data card number, range,
and meaning (also, recall that Appendix F contains more comprehensive
definitions of all major program variables and arrays).
In amplification of Table XV, if MODE equals 2, IBOYSP and
IBMON are input to the program on data card number la. However,
if MODE equals 1, IBOYSP and IBMON are computed in subroutine
GEOM and card la must not be included in the data deck.
Furthermore, as stated in Chapter III, the initial submarine
probability area must be a rectangle and it is input to the program by
virtue of data card number 4. (XI, Yl) and (X2, Y2) are any two
distinct, adjacent corners of the initial submarine probability area
(i. e. at opposite ends of a common side of the rectangle).
Finally, data cards 7 through 33 contain propagation- loss curve
heading information followed by the propagation-loss curve in decibels
discretized into one-kiloyard increments. The number of one-kiloyard
increments used by the program out to a maximum of 250 kiloyards
is specified by NPLPTS. Normally it should not be necessary to
keypunch any of cards 7 through 33. Instead, it is intended that they
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LIST OF MAJOR PROGRAM VARIABLES AND ARRAYS
ACALT - The aircraft's on-station altitude in feet above sea level.
ACSPD - The aircraft's on-station speed in knots.
ALFA - See Figure 5
.
AX1 - Absolute value of XI.
AX2 - Absolute value of X2.
AY1 - Absolute value of Yl.
AY2 - Absolute value of Y2.
BMON - The sonobuoy monitor-time-per- sequence, in hours.
BSUM - Used to generate the vector array PY. It is varied from
to 2.0xSHIFT in increments of BUOYSP.
BUOYD - In the TOSS subroutine, the distance from the current
submarine position (TEMPX, TEMPY) to the sonobuoy positions
(PCX, PY(I)), where I varies from 1 to NRBUOY.
BUOYSP - The sonobuoy pattern spacing in nautical miles.
CIRMAX - The maximum distance, in nautical miles, from the center
of the sonobuov pattern area at which a detection can be
expected. CIRMAX = RANGES (INDEX) + SHIFT.
CUSACC - The maximum angle in degrees that the submarine is
expected to deviate to either side of its projected course.
CYCLE(I) - If a sonobuoy pattern is monitored with I sequences per
cycle, where I equals two or three, CYCLE(I) is the time
in hours to complete one cycle.
DETECT(I) - A vector array containing the probabilities that a
submarine will pass through sonobuoy pattern zone I,
where I varies from 1 to NRBUOY.
DETS(I) - A vector array containing the number of detections which
occurred at range I in the RANGE subroutine, where I






Geometry used to Calculate Whether TEJMCUS Penetrates
Sonobuoy Pattern Detection Range
G2

DIST1 - See Figure 6.
DIST2 - See Figure 6.
DISTB - See Figure 8.
DISTI - See Figure 10.
DISTM1 - See Figures 7 and 8.
DISTM2 - See Figures 8 and 9.
DOWN - See Figure 5.
DX - One-half the distance between the points (XO, YO) and (XP, YP).
DY - One-half the distance between the points (-XO, -YO) and (XP, YP).
ERFRNG - The extended radio-frequency range if a three sequence
monitor plan is used, with a sonobuoy monitor time per cycle
of BMON. ERFRNG = RFRNG + BMONxACSPD (see Appendix
B). 4
FILL1 - A working variable set to 0. 05xSUBSPD to avoid unnecessary
repeat calculations.
FILL2 - A working variable set to SPACE/2.0 to avoid unnecessary
repeat calculations.
FILL3 - A working variable set to (UNMON(I)xSUBSPD)/2. 0, where
I equals two or three, to avoid unnecessary repeat calculations.
FLAG - A logical variable used during the computation of pattern
probabilities. For a fixed number of pattern rows, FLAG equals
.FALSE, until the first occurrence of a three sequence monitor
cycle. Thereafter, FLAG equals . TRUE.
.
FOM - The figure-of-merit of the submarine target. FOM equals SL -
AN -RD, where SL is the target source level, AN is the ocean
ambient noise level, and RD is the operator recognition
differential.
FOMDEV - The figure-of-merit deviation computed as a random normal
deviation about a mean of zero and a standard deviation of
SIGMA.
GAMMA - The angle to which the point (RX, RY) must be rotated so that
a single row sonobuoy pattern oriented perpendicular to
ISUBCS is rotated about the center of the initial submarine
probability area to a north /south orientation cast of the
center of the initial submarine probability area.
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Submarine Course
Figure 6
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GSIN - The sine of the angle GAMMA.
HT1 - With HT2, working variables used to compute HTM1 and HTM2.
HT2 - See HT1.
HTM1 - The average sonobuoy-detection-range-distance which a
submarine must cross if a sonobuoy pattern zone is penetrated
at a DISTM1 area. See Figures 7 and 8.
HTM2 - The average sonobuoy-detection-range-distance which a
submarine must cross if a sonobuoy pattern zone is penetrated
at a DISTM2 area. See Figures 8 and 9.
11 - With LSIDE, MSIDE, 12, 13, and 14, zone pointers for construction
of three monitor sequence pattern probabilities.
12 - See II.
13 - See II.
14 - See II.
IACALT - An integer representation of the aircraft's on-station
altitude in feet above sea level. It is used for program input/
output purposes.
IACSPD - An integer representation of the aircraft's on-station speed
in knots. It is used for program input/output purposes.
IBMON - An integer representation of the sonobuoy monitor time per
monitor cycle in minutes. It is used for program input /output
purposes.
IBOYSP - An integer representation of the sonobuoy pattern spacing in
nautical miles. It is used for program input/output purposes.
ICUSAC - An integer representation of the maximum angle in degrees,
that the submarine is expected to deviate to either side of its
projected course. It is used for program input/output
purposes.
ICYCL - The number of sequences per monitor cycle computed for the
optimum sonobuoy pattern.
IDATA(I) - An integer array used to store propagation-loss curve
identification data.
INCR - In the TOSS subroutine, a computed number of two nautical
mile increments along which the submarine has the potential
to be detected by the sonobuoy pattern.
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INDEX - Defines which element of the RANGES array will be used to
represent the average detection range (i.e. average detection
range equals RANGES(INDEX)). Preferably, RANGES(INDEX)
should equal the middle-sized range, or RANGES(5). However,
to prevent the average detection range from being zero, INDEX
equals I where I is the first integer larger than 4 but less than
11 such that a submarine crossing through the center of
RANGES(I) is detectable for at least six minutes (minimum
recognizable write-out time).
INNER - For a sonobuoy pattern monitored with a three sequence
monitor plan, the number of sonobuoy pattern zones that
make up one monitor sequence.
INSIDE - The maximum number of sonobuoys that can be lined up in a
single row with a spacing equal to IBOYSP and still fit
inside RFRNG.
IOREN1 - With IOREN2 used to construct the orientation of the optimum
sonobuoy pattern in degrees true.
IOREN2 - See IOREN1.
IRANGE - A random range of the simulated submarine from a sonobuoy
in the RANGE subroutine. IRANGE is decreased in one-
kiloyard increments until a detection is made.
ISEED - Used as a seed for the random number generating subroutine
RANDOM. ISEED must be a positive integer between 1 and
2147483647 and shoud be changed periodically to ensure
program randomness.
ISUBCS - An integer representation of the submarine's expected course
in degrees true. It is used for program input /output purposes.
ISUBSP - An integer representation of the submarine's expected speed
in knots. It is used for program input /output purposes.
LINES - The number of rows in the optimum sonobuoy pattern.
LSIDE - With MSIDE, sonobuoy pattern zone pointers used when
constructing sonobuoy pattern probabilities.
MAX - With MIN the extreme end sonobuoy pattern zones during the
initial construction of a three-monitor-sequence probability.
MID - The middle zone of a sonobuoy pattern during the initial
construction of a three-monitor-sequence probability.
MIN - See MAX.
MISS - In the TOSS subroutine, those of the NRTOSS submarine
simulations which failed to be detected by the sonobuoy pattern.
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MODE - A program input parameter which designates the program mode.
If MODE equals 1, IBOYSP and IBMON are computed in the
GEOM subroutine. If MODE equals 2, IBOYSP and IBMON
must be input to the program.
MSIDE - See LSIDE.
NPLPTS - The number of propagation-loss curve points used by the
RANGE subroutine to compute the RANGES vector array.
NRBUOY - The maximum number of sonobuoys that can be lined up in
in a single row with a spacing of IBOYSP and still fit
inside ERFRNG.
NRTOSS - The number of submarine simulation runs that are made
through the sonobuoy pattern area in the TOSS subroutine.
NRUNS - The number of runs used to generate the RANGES vector
array in the RANGE subroutine.
NSONO - The total number of sonobuoys in the optimum sonobuoy
pattern.
NSONOl - A variable which contains the total number of sonobuoys
in one-row patterns.
NSON02 - A variable which contains the total number of sonobuoys
in two-row patterns.
NSON03 - A variable which contains the total number of sonobuoys
in three-row patterns.
NSROW - A variable containing the number of sonobuoys in each row
of the optimum sonobuoy pattern.
NVEC - Used in the call to subroutine RANDOM to designate how many
uniform (O, 1) random numbers are to be generated.
OP » The sonobuoy pattern probabilities.
PART2 - The average probability that a monitor plan consisting of I
sequences (where I equals two or three) will detect a submarine
passing through a DISTM1 area of a sonobuoy pattern zone at
SUBSPD knots, given that the detection range is a member
of the RANGES vector array.
PART3 - The average probability that a monitor plan consisting of I
sequences (where I equals two or three) will detect a submarine
passing through a DISTM2 area of a sonobuoy pattern zone
at SUBSPD knots, given that the detection range is a member
of the RANGES vector array.
PCOS - The cosine of the angle PSI.
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PCX - The distance in nautical miles from the center of the initial
submarine probability area to the center of the sonobuoy pattern
area. It is also the horizontal component of the row of sonobuoys
in the TOSS subroutine.
PD(I, J) - An array which contains the zone detection probabilities.
PD(I, J) is the probability an I row zone being monitored
with J sequences of BMON hours per monitor cycle will
detect a submarine passing through the zones. The PD
array is used with the DETECT vector array to construct
pattern probabilities in the BUILD subroutine.
PHI - See Figure 5.
PI - A numerical constant initialized to 3. 14159.
PLOSS(I) - A vector array which contains the propagation-loss curve,
in decibels, (discretized into one kiloyard increments) out
to a maximum of 250 kiloyards.
PMAX - The maximum POD found after searching through all one, two,
and three row sonobuoy pattern probabilities out to a maximum
pattern radius of ERFRNG.
PROB - The zone POD for a particular monitor plan, number of
sonobuoy pattern rows, and sonobuoy detection range (particular
value of the RANGES vector array).
PSI - See Figures 10 and 11.
PSIN - The sine of the angle PSI.
PSUM - A working variable used to sum ten values of PROB. For each
summation step, the pattern rows and monitor plan are fixed,
but RANGES(I) varies from I equals 1 to 10. When the summation
is complete, PSUM divided by 10 is entered into the PD
vector array.
PVEC(I, J) - The POD for I row sonobuoy pattern which consists of
J zones.
PY(I) - A vector array which contains the vertical components of the
single row of sonobuoys in the TOSS subroutine.
RANGES(I) - A vector array containing 10 equally likely expected
sonobuoy detection ranges from the smallest to the largest.
Theoretically, a submarine operating at a distance of
RANGES(I) (where I varies from 1 to 10), from a sonobuoy
will be detected (100 - 1x10) percent of the time.









TOSS Subroutine Arrangement at Start of Submarine Simulation Run
if SIDE1 > ORMAX
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RN(I) - A vector array used to store NVEC uniform (O, 1) random
numbers generated by the RANDOM subroutine.
RNGSSQ - A working variable set to RANGES(I) 2 where I is between
1 and 10.
RNGSUM - A working variable used to sum the elements of the DETS(I)
vector array, as I varies form 1 to RUNNR. In the process,
the RANGES vector array is generated.
RNSUM - A working variable used to sum twelve random numbers used
in the computation of the normal random variable FOMDEV.
EX - With RY defines a uniformly random position inside a rectangle
similar to the initial submarine probability area but rotated to
an upright position.
RY - See RX.
RUNNR - The number of random detection ranges generated in the
RANGE subroutine (out of NRUNS trials).
SHIFT - The maximum radius of a one-row sonobuoy pattern which
fits inside the limits of ERFRNG and has a sonobuoy spacing
of IBOYSP.
SIDE1 - See Figures 10 and 11.
SIDE2 - See Figures 10 and 11.
SIDES - See Figures 10 and 11.
SIDE4 - See Figure 11.
SIDES - See Figure 11.
SIDE6 - See Figure 5.
SIGMA - A normal distribution standard deviation for the propagation-
loss profile.
SPACE - In the MEET subroutine, SPACE is equal to BUOYSP when
the number of sonobuoy pattern rows is one, and SPACE equals
BUOYSP/2.0 when there are two or three sonobuoy pattern
rows.
SQMXCR - The square of CIRMAX.
SUBCUS - The submarine's expected course in degrees true.
SUBSPD - The submarine's expected speed in knots.
TCOS - The cosine of the angle TEMCUS.
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TEMCUS - The submarine course during a simulation run in the TOSS
subroutine. TEMCUS varies uniformly between the limits
of ICUSAC with a mean of 000 degrees.
TEMPFM - The temporary figure-of-merit computed as a random
normal deviation about a mean of FOM and a standard
deviation of SIGMA. TEMPFM = FOM + FOAIDEV.
TEMPX - With TEMPY, defines the temporary position of the
simulated submarine in the TOSS subroutine as it proceeds
toward and through the sonobuoy pattern area.
TEMPY - See TEMPX.
THETA - The orientation of the initial submarine probability area.
See Figure 12.
TLATE - The time that elapses between the fixing of the initial
submarine probability area and the aircraft's arrival on
station.
TSIN - The sine of the angle TEMCUS.
UNMON(I) - The unmonitored portion of an I sequence monitor cycle
in hours.
UP - See Figure 5
.
XI - With Yl defines one corner of the initial submarine probability
area. XI is the horizontal distance in nautical miles from that
corner to a north /south line through the center of the initial
submarine probability area. If the corner is to the left of the
north/south line XI has negative value. Otherwise, XI is positive.
X2 - With Y2, defines a corner of the initial submarine probability
area which is distinct from (XI, Yl), (X3, Y3), and (X4, Yl). The
point (X2, Y2) is constructed in a manner similar to the
construction of the point (XI, Yl).
X3 - With Y3, defines a corner of the initial submarine probability area
which is distinct from (XI, Yl), (X2, Y2), and (X4, Y4). The point
(X3, Y3) is constructed in a manner similar to the construction of
the point (XI, Yl).
With Y4, defines a corner of the initial submarine probability
area which is distinct from (XI, Yl), (X2, Y2), and (X3, Y3). The
point (X4, Y4) is constructed in a manner similar to the constructs










Yl - With XI defines one corner of the initial submarine probability
area. Yl is the vertical distance in nautical miles from that
corner to an east/west line through the center of the initial
submarine probability area. If the corner below the east /west
line Yl has negative value. Otherwise, Yl is positive.
Y2 - See X2.
Y3 - See X3.
Y4 - See X4.
XO - With YO, defines either the southern-most corner of the initial
submarine probability area, or if there is a tie, the southwest
corner of the initial submarine probability area (see Figure 12).
XP - With YP, defines either the eastern-most corner of the initial
submarine probability area, or if there is a tie, the southeast
corner of the initial stibmarine probability area (see Figure 12).
YO - See XO.
YP - See XP.
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